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THE ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY OF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 

INTRODUCTION 

Early attests to develop am electromagnetio theory 

of superconductivity were baaed on the phenomenon of per¬ 

sistent currents in rings, first discovered by Kamerlingh 

Onnes in 1911* to this basis electrons were considered to 

be freely movable through a superconductor , and the relation 

between the elect rio field £ and the current density J~ 

was given by 

X d~ — £ A - yi 
where 171 is the mass of the electron, € the charge, and 

ft the number of superconducting electrons per cm3. This 

elation shows that persistent currents are possible when 

the electric field io zero. However, if this theory be 

carried out further, it is possible to show the existence 

of frozen in* magnetic field®, i.e. any magnet io field 

which is present at the instant a conductor passe® into the 

superconducting state will remain there as long as the sub¬ 

stance remains in that state,in spite of any external var¬ 

iations in the magnetic field, 

With the publication of the Meissner experiment* in 

1933, in which it was shown that a magnetic field cannot 

exist inside a superconductor, the preceding theory had 

to be revised in order to be consistent with the known 

* Meissner and Oohoenfeld, »Haturw. % vol. 31, page 78?, 
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fasts. F. and H, London®, in 1935, assumed a new relation 

OM^L A J" - - <r H 

t© replace Ohm* a law in super conduotors. With the intro¬ 

duction of this equation it is possible to explain the 

Meissner effect as well as persistent currents. 

According to this theory B sand H ©re considered 

to he the same, as the magnetic properties of a super— 

conductor axe to he described by a differential equation 

rather than by any particular value of the permeability. 

The dialectric constant is considered to be one, as 

is usual for conductors. Then the fundamental equations 

of the London theory are 

a^iW* £<£<■?) 
From these equations it follows that the ten quantities 

B * H > J1 * ajn& all obey an equation of the 

v A - r* = P A (?* >«v 
The solutions of this equation for the stationary state 

are of the exponential type, and differ little fro® aero 

except in a surface layer of thickness of the order of 
/ , -s' 

-1- /O CJBS, 

This theory differs in one other respect from the 

ordinary electromagnetic theory. It excludes the pos¬ 

sibilities of any surface charge or current densities, 

replacing them by volume densities in a thin layer at 

* F. and H. London, aProo. Boy. Soo.» A, vol. 149, 
page 71, 1935. 



the surface. Tills necessitates complete continuity of 

bo th components of E and Jf at the surface, last ©ad 

of Just tfe© tangential component of E and normal compo¬ 

nent of H . Wo ©ball use these conditions in the 

solution of the examples to follow. 

SPHERE IB A tlKIFOBM MAGHETIC FIELD 

As an example of the type of solution© one get© In 

stationary problems, we ©hall find the distribution of 

a magnetic field, which Is uniform at great distances, about 

a superconducting sphere. According to the London theory 

the scalar potential $6 and the rector potential A 

may be chosen so that they are proportional to the 

charge and current densities respectively. They obtain 

\c.E ^ -A AcV-"^ 
Once A is hnown, E is immediately given, and /7 may 

be obtained by taking the curl of A . 

Suppose we have a sphere of radius a. in a homo¬ 

geneous magnetic field /4 directed along the polar 

axle (using spherical coordinates ft, ©;0 ). In view of 

the relation between A and T , we can write 

vaA=^X if,.) ^Xao 

V*A = o ('f^/a.) 
Then the solution will be determined uniquely by the 

continuity of A and a*EL A at the surface of the sphere, 

and the requirement that the magnetio field approach the 



uniform value fjQ at great distances away from the sphere, 
fh© creator potential due to a uniform magnetic field is 

fa - tb Rjjs* Q ^ i£r, **• the unii5 ^scstoro) 

To* account for the disturbance due to the presence of the 

sphere we write 

Ae= ( #/?- |i J.^ »-v 

where .JL to an arbitrary constant and the superscript e 

denotes the external field, Inside the sphere 1st 

fa = (f{) stL***- B 

then it can be shown that f(R\ satisfies the equation 

+ £. 4S + (&*- — ) f - o 
dR* * R ^ **' 

the solution which remains finite at the origin being 

m = c ^ *£&) 
where C is an arbitrary constant. Applying the boundary 

A* = 

conditions to these solutions one obtains 

/ Ms <? ^ \ - ■ 
( a A-*— JsQA*** & 

/ OrJ^fin 
A ~ C ( ^ ft 
 ^ 

s<U^ 

where 

c = 3 a- 

a 

4.* 

SOu 

Z. I -;7 
The current is obtained from the relation 

Ac jV-4" 
and the magnetic field is obtained by taking the curl 



©t A » giving 

H ~ ( " ”^3) ~ ( Me + ^3)e 

Since /0 is of the order of 10s cmo“*i, the field at 

the surface of the sphere reduces effectively to 

H = - §■ e 
for a sphere of norma,! dimensions, this is Jest the vale9 

one would obtain on the basis of a sere permeability. 

However* the assumption of a aero permeability will give 

the same distribution about the sphere independent of 

its size* whereas in the London theory the distribution 

changes with the size of the sphere, giving a much less 

diamagnetic effect as the dimensions become comparable 

to the penetration depth. 

fBASSMlSSIOB THROUGH A THU SHEET AT HORMAL IHGIDEUCE 

Although the preceding theory has been developed con¬ 

siderably for the stationary state* little attention 

has been given to problems of the non-stationary type. 

According to the London equations the effect of increasing 

the frequency of an electromagnetic wav© is to increase the 

penetration depth of the fields, until at frequencies 

CO ^ *2 * 
above a ^critical frequency % given by the equation -p 

the wave will be propagated through the superconductor 

undamped., as in a dielectric. This gives a simplified and 



perhaps inaccurate version of what actually takas place 

in the propogation of waves through sup ercc nducto ra» sine© 

this theory does not take into account two factor©t 

(1) The hound electrons. The affect due to the 

hound electrons is of sours© negligible except at freq¬ 

uencies of the order of the resonant frequencies of the 

atoms. for moot metals these frequencies lie in the 

ultra—violet and higher, where a macroscopic theory such 

a© this is no longer valid. My frequency effects must 

occur at much lower frequencies (i.e. in the infra-red 

region, or lower) in order to have any meaning experimen¬ 

tally. 

(3) The normal conducting electrons. There is no 

reason for not supposing that there are ordinary conducting 

electrons in a superconductor as well. In fact, the 

experiments of d© Haas and Bremmer* showing a sudden dim- 

unit ion in the thermal conductivity upon passing from the 

non—superconducting to the superconducting state when an 

external magnetic field is reduced helow the transition 

value indicate that only a certain fraction of th© oon*fif 

ducting electrons pass over into the superconducting phase, 

the number increasing with a decrease in temperature. 

Since nothing quantitative is known about this effect, 

we shall assume that all the conduction electrons pass 

over into the superconducting phase. 
One of the hast ways to detect any frequency effects 

is to study the transmission of electromagnetic waves 

* D© Haas and Bremaer* “Pros. load. Soi. last.**, vol. 34, 
page 335, 1931 



through a tMn sheet of superconducting material. Let 

an infinite, thin sheet of sup©rconducting material of 

thickness cL be imbedded in a medium characterised by 

the propagation factor , and let the propagation factor 

of the superconductor according to the London theory 

ba . Let a plans wave be incident on the sheet from 

For normal incidence w© need only consider the magnitudes 

of the field vectors, and so for the incident and reflected 

waves at the first boundary we can write 

eu = ^ejk'x-Jul* Hi = 'll £ 
-i&i-iw* _ _ 4c g 

£-r - ^ H’i' ~~ UJ/J, H* 

the elation for H being obtained from the relation 

C*uA- £ - - £ 3 

Since wa have a wave transmitted at the first boundary 

and a wave reflected at the second boundary, we met have 

for the field within the sheet 

hn 

Hm - (£* ' M - K ■ * " £3 € 

and for the transmitted wave 
' «J 

* 

% <L -XUX> 
e 

4f £ 
CJ^XJ 

Stratton, 3, A., *E1 eo t rosagnstio Theory”, McGraw-Hill 
Co., page 511, 1941. The following development is given 
by Stratton, and we apply it here to a superconductor. 
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Considerat Ion of th© boundary conditions leads to th© 

following four equations between the five amplitudes: 

£°+£, = £3 ^4" 

£<s ' ^ i£i -£x ) 

£3€ 

£/ejixd- Jk £3 <? 
If w© assume the medium on either side to be free 

:A c( 

span# the problem will be considerably simplified, said yet 

will still glv© the most significant results* In this 

ease we hay# 

C* 
X" g-fi 

The reflection and tranomission coefficients /\ and 

r are given by the square of the absolute value of the 

ratios 
£ £ 

' and -/ respectively. Solving for these ratios 

from th© boundary equations, we get 

£ - 

4. ~ 

/ - <? 

/ - i2- 

K-tsKJ* 
h- ■$, 0 ^ " ^3) o>t 

e° (St.-t-b*)* ~ (-&,-&)*e 
2A 

Two oases become apparent, determined by the con¬ 

ditions < j^> ^and ^ 7 jjl a". In the first case is 

an imaginary, while in the second case it is real, 

while J$x is always real. Let the notation <C and y be 
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seed distinguish between these two cases. If we let 

ck~ ^ and fid- > then aft ex a rather tedious 

calculation, f\ and T can be reduced to 

/ 

^= !->- R?= 

'^Yri/r^V 
/ 

7^ = ^w:an/Ty5) -5. - 
v^o-cty 

It will be noticed that in both oases ft + -|-- j » 

which is in accordance with the London theory, which shows 

/ + 
4cl*Uz-i? 

ydU^(r\/^7,) 

/ + 
~T4*U*-/) 

that Joule heat can only be produced at the surface of a 

superconductor where a normal component of current 

density meets a charge density, which is not the case here. 

Curves showing ~f~ as a function of d for several 

values of the parameter X are shown on the following 

page. Although the theory is probably not valid in the 

region around the “critical frequency5* ( U - I ) and 

above, provided that ^ r JO*, it is still of theoretical 

interest to see how 7"" varies in this region. At low 

freqsuencies the wav© is highly “damped®, ©o to speak, since 

the field falls off exponentially within the superconductor. 
In this region practically all of the energy is reflected, 

and the transmission through the sheet is negligible ex¬ 

cept for thicknesses of the order of the penetration depth. 

However, above the critical point, a wave passes through 
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the sheet ^undampedn, and the t ran amiasion is determined 

mainly by interference off sots due to the boundary sur¬ 

faces. At still higher frsquenoieo, the war© passes tss 

through the medium with practically no attenuation. 

If w© accept the tentative value then 

sine® it is possible to obtain thin films of thickness 
—6 

10 oms, one can obtain the mine Y~. I experimentally 

fhi © curve shows considerable transmission in the lower 

regions of the spectrum, where on® might assume the 

validity of the London theory. It shows a transmission 

of around 50$ for values of <A as low as .05, which 

corresponds to a wave length of about 10/*. & oalcula- 

tioa of the transmission through a copper sheet of this 

thickness for the came frequency, using the static value 

of its conductivity, shows a negligible transmission 

because of Joule heating, which does not exist in a super¬ 

conductor . This suggests an experiment to check the 

validity of the London theory by comparing the transmission 

at ordinary temperatures of a metal known to be a. super- 

conductor with the transmission at temperatures below ih© 

transition temperature. However, experiments done at 

Toronto* indicate that there is a minimum thickness for 

the existence of normal superconductivity, which is given 

to be around 1 /t, if this is the case, then information 

about the nature of euperconduat.or can not be obtained 

by measuring the transmission through thin films, sines 

it Is negligible for thicknesses of 1ys- and above. 

* S. F. Burton, J, O. Wilhelm and A. D. Ulaener, “Trans. 
Roy. Soo. Canada59 38/1II, 65 (1934)% A. D. Missner and J. 0. 
Wilhelm, "Trans. Roy. See. Canada11 29/III (1935) 
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DIFFRACT IOH OF A PLAffE WAITS BY A SBPEROGIR0CTXHS SPHERE 

This problem differs from that of a normal conduct- 

ing sphere in the range of mine© of the propagation 

factor (in particular* the value aero) mid in the boundary , 

conditions applied to get the solution. For this oast 

we shall who use of wester spherical ware functions* 

which are solution® of the wester wave equation in spher¬ 

ical coordinates ( R.9. 6 )*. These are obtained as followsi 
.A 

Suppose the time enters only as the factor Q‘AU3A» and 

that ^ io a solution of the scalar wam equ&tioa with 

the time factor removed, which we can write as 

y *<// f* -ft* ^ O 

where -ft is the propagation faster. Then the three vector 

functions J?- </')» and will he 

solutions of the weetor wawe equation, which can he 

written as 

c4v-A - c-h -ft* A - O 
The fundamental eolut ion of the scalar equation is 

where the subscripts @ and o correspond to and^ ^ 

respectively, /* is the associated Legendre polynomial* 

and 2 is a spherical Bessel function. Open performing 
n 

the necessary operation® one obtains the three weetor 

functions 

A.® £ 

- jm- 2JM) fCr*n.e)£?M<f ■h w Co^' T 

* The theory for this problem is given in Stratton, Chaps. 
?XI and XX. '■'■'■ 

% 



We = + 

yW 

mv\ ' /QMV\ O 

n5-"“ 4* ^ 

yv\ 

+ $ff/dM0
df< 

Thss$ vector functions possess certain orthogonal, 

properties which males them suitable for the expansion of 

the general solution of the vector wavs aquation, Irvw^and 

ars solcnoldal^ bat ,/e^Jms a divergence equal to 

, so that in any problem whore there is no volume 

charge density involved, Kfle^&nd Wemn are sufficient for 

th® expansion of the solution,: 

Suppose we have a sphere of radius a. in free space, 

whose center is located at the origin of coordinates, and 

that is the propagation factor inside the sphere, 

the propagation factor out side. Let a plane wave, whose 

electric vector is linearly polarised in the z-direotion, 

he incident on the sphere in the ^-direction. The expansion 

of this incident field in vector spherical wave functions 

.£='£<= = 4e J> ^ (nm-< 4*1) 

jr"= r 4^ 4?w- Jj, e .,^1? ,^/ w _w, 

where ^ is the amplitude, .x and ^ are the unit vectors 

in the z and y directions, and 

*—OJ J- wa =■ i 
l*\ Jr* j» <\«) s v«* «o 4 zfs 

6<«t T ^<i> 



^ is th® spherical Bessel function of the first w&er® 

kind* and the prime denotes differentiation with respect 

to -4* , Assume the secondary field outside the sphere to 

^ f W^ , IS" ( V2' - ^ /rK) W ) 
E — A ^ hfa+o * ^ K 

Yl*iv>s 
W*t 

G-> 

n ^ 4?QG IT <r • * <2H^ / * ~r_ faj -T — & \ 

where and are arbitrary constants. l^em and 

are obtained from and fioi* by replacing by 

which is a Bessel function of the third kind. ^ is 

used inside the sphere since it is the only Bessel function 

which remains finite at the origin* while X GJ is used 
outside the sphere because it has an asymptotic expansion 

corresponding to a wave traveling outward along ths LR^ 

direction. W® must introduce an additional term in X in¬ 

side the sphere in order to satisfy the conditions of com- 

plat® continuity at the surface. Hess# inside the sphere 

we writ® 
'<u)f<£ . " ItLt! ( -^rr 0J jj/'jPi 0J . /? *0- (,J j 

^ Isilutfjl^h ^aih * €>* * e/Ai/ 

I 1 Co o 1^-., 

/70} /7(,} 

H does not contain ^ „* since the curl of J<ei.XQ aero 



The boundary conditions are 

*£* £* ZT ■ le"\-e'r)^Ir.E * 

J4 y (H%Hr) Zr • (H\Hr)- Z--H 

These lead to the fire equations 

P¥Z- 

^ - tUtyAfo ^Jf>) 

jJ¥a* - - fJfl . 

/ 

where 

N--| NP*A°< 

If this system be sol wed for the oo efficients of the essr 

t emal field, one finds 

O*. _ 4»1 fyjtv,ft] - ft* (fl f(yD ' 
jjNf) ipl* ‘fp)j '^‘/pjrwjj jupg1 

(h+1) 
^(Hfl n/%tt¥> tyM'}-££"'/> 

hhsi {Wii-W ‘-tj, pwiiw-tv 
The external field represented by the ozf is called an 

oscillation of the magnetic type, since it has a radial coia~ 

portent of the magnetic field, but non© of the electric field, 

corresponding to oscillating “magnetic charges” on the our~ 

face of the sphere. Correspondingly, the ./-’^represent 
Vd 

oscillations of the electric type. At certain resonant 



frequencies corresponding to the natural modes of oscillation 

of the sphere, these soefficients assume maximum values, la 

fact3 the values of f3 whioh determine the natural frequencies 

of oscillation for the sphere are Just the equations you get 

sero, The roots of these aquations must fee complex, however, 

in order to give damping due to radiation losses. In the 

equations above the frequency is always real, do that the 

denominators can never tales on the value zero. 

To show that the above statement is true for oscillations 

of the electric type, consider a sphere oscillating in ouch 

a manner that the <3.^are aero„ Then the field outside and 
»\ 

inside the sphere can be represented as 

and the superscripts @ and denote the external and internal 

fields respectively. The conditions assuring oomplete con¬ 

tinuity at the boundary are 

Upon solving for these component e at the surface of the ■ 

by equating the denominators of of and jL^ respectively to 
M ^¥U\ 

wt 



sphere you obtain 

E°- v - 
v\ Th+0 

h_/W»J 

4!Vx; 

X M +• -4, 
H-°=-^c Jk°'if»kX A UJ/U^x & 
H/= _ _M. 

stUj/QU* & 

<-. 

a<jk 
0 

yvt* 

^^4 x: 
?«V7‘4 c 

£~ • £S«ri-<«r>y?t Xt 1- ipiJvh xU 
where V0, Y ^» and Y'1' are the tssoeral harmonies 

'hit, >ih 'IHH 

/ y o «, 
M,K “ 

X* = (*kt* *<**4+ 4bt» fa°eJ 

XH " (^ Cotxvt^^f) ft f6**9 

The boundary conditions give the linear equations 

-£"V 41 - £ 1^41 -j£Yrw c. 
-r^J4l- 

with the same equations holding for the odd coefficients. 

Since this is a homogeneous system of linear equations, 
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, the determinant of the system an at equal aero. Thus 

iy> 
N If-CH 

I r>; 
which reduces to 

j» wftfWwJwj '-^%lN^Wifi)]‘J - A'W'-^o 
For each n» the roots ^ of this equation will give the 

frequencies of oscillation from the relation 
a - 
<** - —— 

file same method gives the equation 

j«c NP) IpK'W] - («r3 '= O 
to determine the frequencies for the oscillations of 

^(Np) 

NjjW 0 

magnetic type, and the left hand members of these two 

equations are Just what appear in the denominators of the 

coefficients (K^ and Jr- shove. n Vv 

Preliminary calculations for a sphere of radius /p 
indicate that the scattering cross section, defined as 

the ratio of the total energy scattered per second to 

the energy density of the-incident wave, varies as a 

power of the frequency, according to Rayleigh's law of 

scattering for small particles* 

In general, the superconducting sphere behaves like 

a normal conducting sphere with a high conductivity, 

It possesses natural modes of oscillation, and all of these 

modes are excited by a plane wave. Resonance exists, 

bat with radiation losses. These resonances will be 
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sharper for a superconductor than fox a normal conductor, 

as there is no Joule heat developed within the sphere* 

fo obtain more information about the nature of the sec¬ 

ondary field would require a more detailed numerical 

analysis than has been possible up to the present time. 

This work has been carried out under the guidance 

of President Houston, to whom 1 should like to express 

my appreciation for the many discussions and sugges¬ 

tions which provided the core of the material contained 

herein. 1 should also like to thank Professor Wilson 

for several helpful discussions. 


